Your Hair Mineral Analysis Interpretation
Sex: Male

Age: 30

Date: June 2, 2022

Sample type: Head/ Scalp
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RETEST HTMA
The best way to look at retests is to see them as 'the next step.' Improvements come in many shapes and sizes, and even tiny changes
on a Hair Mineral Analysis test can mean big things. Sometimes people think they have not made many improvements, yet they have.
Remember, the test needs to be read as a story and as a whole, targeting down on one number like the copper level, for example, is not
the best way to view retests.
Retests are critical checkpoints on a program, we do retests to see how the body chemistry has changed over a certain period.
Sometimes, there are significant changes on a test; sometimes there are little, the most important thing is that you are moving forward
and even getting a retest in the first place is a big step forward.
Some people feel worse when their retest comes through. Most of the time this is because people are detoxing and heaving healing
reactions (Herxheimer reactions). At times your personal healing program may need to be adjusted. One may have switched metabolic
types, or a mineral ratio may have flipped. In these cases, old supplements may no longer be serving an individual (because often they
have done their job) so new supplements are needed or a change in the diet is required in order to balance out a person's mineral levels
further.
As mentioned above people often are 'dumping' a lot of heavy metals which is causing them not to feel good. Again, this is actually a
positive sign as we want the metals to come out of the body. A large nickel dump for example on a test will often be the reason why
someone may have been having negative thought patterns recently and even suicidal thoughts. This can make people think the program
isn't working. It tends to put a person much more at ease when they realize it's not them with the bad thoughts, instead it was caused by
a metal release, in this case, nickel.
Sometimes it may appear people have not made much progress. Often, in reality, they have underneath; we can see this from slight
changes on the test. Other people may have had a very stressful period in their life where their body's energy was used up elsewhere.
For some, they may not have committed too well to certain aspects of their healing program, and it could be holding them back a little.
Whatever the situation is, as we say, all we care about is 'the next step,' and that is what's most important.

Positive Patterns
Any pattern that is in an ORANGE color and has a sunshine icon (like above), we call POSITIVE patterns. If you have a positive pattern on
an initial hair test, usually this is because one feels optimistic about starting a new healing program and/or something in their life is going
in a positive direction for them.
However, positive patterns are the most important on retests. Please focus on these patterns as they are strong indicators of great
positive changes in healing and development.
Because positive patterns can be HTMA patterns, single minerals, toxic metals dumps and others they are spread out within the report.
Please look out for them.

MINERAL RATIOS & RATIO PATTERNS
The Calcium/ Magnesium Ratio (Ca/Mg)
The Calcium/ Magnesium ratio on a hair mineral analysis can yield a lot of extremely valuable information. It is one of the most important
ratios on a hair mineral chart.
There is a lot of information one can gather from the Calcium/Magnesium ratio such as cell solubility, bowel function, glandular
interaction, and more. However, one of the most important points we can assess from the ratio is the current level of sugar and
carbohydrate tolerance the individual can handle. This is accurate up to a ratio of about 13:5. Above a ratio of 13:5 we have found that
this is more of an indicator of lifestyle stress.
READ MORE HERE
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You have a healthy Calcium/ Magnesium Ratio (Ca/Mg)
In general, the Calcium/Magnesium ratio is called the sugar ratio. A healthy ratio is a good sign that your body is currently tolerating
sugar intake well at the moment.
READ MORE HERE

The Calcium/ Potassium Ratio (Ca/K)
The calcium/potassium ratio is one of the very important ratios on a hair mineral analysis. Hair must not be washed at the laboratory at
all for accurate mineral readings.
Dr. Paul Eck called this ratio the thyroid ratio. He used it to help determine the oxidation rate.
Thyroid glandular activity lowers calcium in the body. This is well known in medicine. Potassium sensitizes the tissues to thyroid
hormone.
A Hair Mineral Analysis is not an indicator of a person's thyroid output. Rather it measures the thyroid hormone's effect on the cells. It
can show how much thyroid hormone has managed to get into cells or how little.
This is quite powerful because many people for example may show low thyroid hormones in the blood. However their cell permeability
may be high. Health practitioners often will give thyroid hormones to an individual if they are showing low thyroid hormones in the body,
when in reality their cells may be very permeable if too much thyroid hormone is going into the cells. This can be a dangerous
combination, that is one example of how Hair Mineral Analysis tests can be superior in areas to blood tests.
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You have an elevated Calcium/ Potassium (Ca/K) ratio
An elevated Calcium/ Potassium ratio is an indicator of reduced thyroid effect.

Your previously underactive thyroid effect has slowed down further
Your previously underactive thyroid has slowed down further. This is not necessarily a bad sign it can be due to many factors involved
with deeper healing and rest.

The Sodium/ Potassium (Na/K) Ratio

1

The Sodium/ Potassium ratio is arguably the most important ratio on a hair mineral analysis chart. It is the vitality ratio. It could also be
called the electrical ratio and internal ratio.
It can help measure many things including.
Adrenal strength- Low Na/K= Low Adrenal Strength. High Na/K= Showing Increased Adrenal Strength.
Electrical Potential of cells. Low Na/K= A discharging of electrical potential. A High Na/K= Higher electrical charging or potential of cells.
A movement indicator. Low Na/K= Slowing of movement forward, exhaustion, and reversal of movement. High Na/K= Forward
momentum, forward-thinking, more future-oriented.
An emotional indicator. Low Na/K= Feeling stuck in the past, less optimistic, stuck in a hole. High Na/K= Future orientated, more
optimistic, feeling more elated.
And many more!
A balanced Na/K in general means you are balanced in the indicators above.
READ MORE HERE
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High Sodium/ Potassium (Na/K) Ratio
Sodium and potassium are mainly regulated by the adrenal hormone's aldosterone and cortisol. A high Sodium/ Potassium ratio on a hair
analysis is an indicator of a relatively greater secretion of aldosterone (sodium) in relation to cortisol (potassium). The adrenal glands, in
general, are overworking, it is preferred to see a test with a high Na/K ratio than low. It is a sign of some adrenal strength.
A high Na/K generally represents a more forward-thinking, future-oriented person. It is certainly more favorable than a low Na/K.
However, a high sodium/potassium ratio is associated with several conditions, including acute stress, inflammation, and sometimes a
zinc or magnesium deficiency.
This pattern also may indicate the emotion of anger, or an aggressive personality.
Other symptoms may include water retention, edema, and perhaps a higher blood pressure or a labile or fluctuating blood pressure due
to water retention and/or kidney stress. These are among the prominent physical symptoms that come with higher aldosterone levels in
relation to cortisol, for example.
In order to lower and balance a high Na/K ratio you use Zinc. Many people mistakenly always take a zinc supplement. However this can
make a person feel worse if they already have a low Na/K ratio.
READ MORE HERE

High Sodium/ Potassium (Na/K) Ratio X2
You are likely to have some of the symptoms related to a high Na/K ratio like inflammation, anger and acute stress.
READ MORE HERE

THE OXIDATION RATE
The oxidation rate in simple terms means how quickly the body burns food, or how fast it converts food into energy. It is similar to
metabolism. There are three types of oxidation rate. Slow, fast, and mixed. Extreme slow and extreme fast is not a healthy metabolism to
be in. Most adults should be slow oxidizers, and most babies are fast. A healthy oxidation rate is mild slow, or mild fast, however most
adults should ideally be mild slow. One of the biggest aims of healing using Hair Mineral Analysis is to balance out the oxidation rate. By
doing so, energy is released consistently over a long period which means the person is much more stable, healthier and happier.
Brief oxidation rate summary
If an oxidation rate is slow, a person feels very fatigued, lethargic, depressed, and they often have malaise. They also often have sugar
cravings, constipation, dry skin, and other problems. It is characterized by weak adrenal and thyroid glands which often causes many of
their symptoms.
If a persons oxidation rate is too fast, often the opposite occurs but in a very unhealthy way. A person's body is running too fast or too
rich. It is like driving down the highway in the fast lane. It causes anxiety, irritability, paranoia, inability to feel relaxed, and other problems.
Fast oxidizers have a tendency towards inflammation, high blood pressure, oily skin, and frequent bowel movements. Fast oxidation is
characterized by an overactivity of the adrenal and thyroid glands.
Mixed Oxidation means the body sometimes acts like a slow oxidizer and sometimes acts like a fast oxidizer. Often it is a transitory
period and the individual will either fall into slow or move into fast.

Your oxidation rate is MILD SLOW
Mild slow oxidation is a good oxidation rate. You may experience some mild symptoms of slow oxidation below.
Those with a slow oxidation rate tend to be tired, apathetic, depressed, and even despairing and suicidal if their oxidation rate is very
slow. If the copper level is also high people can be quite emotional. Another symptoms is anxiousness, although fatigue and depression
are the most common. People in slow oxidation often use stimulant foods, drugs, or other methods to keep going.
Blood sugar and blood pressure tend to be low. Older people can often develop arteriosclerosis and diabetes. Slow oxidizers are often
cold and do not sweat easily. Their brains often work slowly, and many have brain fog, spacey thinking, and slower thinking.
They usually have dry skin and dry hair, and many complain of constipation. They often gain weight on the hips and legs, while the upper
body may be smaller. Most have underactive thyroid glands, especially women. They are prone to osteoporosis, cancer, infections, skin
problems, and many other health conditions.
READ MORE HERE

Your previous oxidation rate was MILD SLOW

THE FIRST FOUR MINERALS-Calcium, Magnesium, Sodium & Potassium
The first four minerals on a Hair Mineral Analysis Test are Calcium, Magnesium, Sodium and Potassium. We can gather a lot of information
about a person's health and key supplement recommendations are often created from the first four minerals. The first four minerals
represent a lot of what is happening on the surface of a person, both physically and mentally.

Calcium Curr: 130.0 - Prev: 103.0
Calcium is a plentiful mineral in the body. It is the body's structural mineral, it allows us to stand upright in the world. Most of our calcium
is in bones, teeth and nerves. When stressed calcium is one of the first minerals to leave the body. Most people need more bioavailable
calcium to help them heal the body.
1

High Calcium
Your calcium is high.

Elevated calcium symptoms may include fatigue, depression, defensiveness, muscle weakness, pain, arteriosclerosis, arthritis, kidney
stones and gallstones. Others are bone spurs, rigidity, slow metabolism, constipation, social withdrawal and spondylitis (rigidity and
inflammation of the spine).
Biounavailable Calcium. In many instances of calcium toxicity, calcium builds up in the body in a biounavailable form. This means it is
present, but cannot be used properly. This condition causes symptoms of both deficiency and excess at the same time because there
can be a deficiency of available calcium, and an excess of biounavailable calcium at the same time.

Magnesium Curr: 14.0 - Prev: 13.0
Magnesium is one of the most important, if not the most important mineral in a human body. The reason being is that it is used in so
many areas of the body. From osmotic balancing to cell membrane potential, to nervous system functioning, to hormone production and
much much more. Magnesium is often chronically low in many people. Magnesium is a high energy mineral, it often contributes to the
chronic fatigue pandemic that is currently sweeping the globe.

Your Magnesium is elevated
When magnesium is above about 10 mg% in the hair, some of it is biounavailable and usually in an oxide or another ‘amigo’ form. These
compounds of magnesium are very irritating, not as alkaline-forming, and pro-oxidant. As a result, they damage body tissues.
‘Amigo’ magnesium cannot participate in many enzyme reactions. Instead, it just builds up in the tissues exactly like a toxic metal. This is
why we say it is biounavailable – meaning unavailable for use in many enzymes.
However, it is part of a defense mechanism of the body. When the adrenal glands are depleted and toxic, the irritating quality of these
magnesium compounds stimulates adrenal gland activity that is necessary to maintain life.
Biounavailable magnesium is a problem for millions of people. Symptoms of this imbalance may include fibromyalgia and other types of
pain, irritability, insomnia, muscle weakness, depression, muscle cramps, especially after exercising, and possibly others.

Sodium Curr: 35.0 - Prev: 32.0
Sodium is the solubility and volatility element. It is found mainly outside the cells or extracellularly. Although sodium does not participate
in a single enzyme in the body, it is the body’s great solvent, meaning it dissolves many chemicals. It is also a major regulator of the fluid
balance, pH and other fluid-related aspects of the body.

Your Sodium is within healthy range
Potassium Curr: 5.0 - Prev: 4.0
Potassium is a major electrolyte in the body. This means it is present in large quantities, and is required in large quantities in the diet.
Potassium has a single electrical charge, also called a monovalent element. This makes it a good electrical conductor, a solvent, and
tends to make it very water-soluble.
Potassium performs many essential functions ranging from regulating the heart to balancing the electrical potential of the body by
polarizing the cells. In fact, one could call potassium the polarizer mineral.

You have low Potassium
Constipation, muscle weakness, fatigue, high blood pressure, irregular heartbeat, leg cramps and more

Sympathetic Dominance/ Pusher Pattern - Chronic Fight or Flight
Sympathetic dominance/ Pusher Pattern indicates a person who is over-utilizing their sympathetic nervous system. In simple terms, the
person is pushing themselves, or worrying too much.

It is not the same as a sympathetic state of body chemistry which is fast oxidation. This is why the pusher pattern is a good terminology
to use so as to not get confused with a sympathetic state of body chemistry.
The sodium and potassium readings on a hair tissue mineral analysis, and to some degree their ratio, have to do with the utilization of
this branch of the autonomic or automatic nervous system.
Symptoms
1. More physical activity than is appropriate for them
2. Anxious or worriers. This is a form of “running around aimlessly” in the mind
3. Tired, but usually somewhat out of touch with the fatigue and exhaustion. They often feel tired only when they slow down.
4. A very active mind.
5. Willfulness.
6. Fearful and always somewhat depressed underneath due to fears, worries and fatigue.
7. A high copper type of personality.
8. Reduced libido in some cases.
9. Ungrounded and not centered enough.
10. Often occurs in intelligent, spiritually-oriented people.
READ MORE HERE
Similar to other patterns on a test we can quantify some patterns. For example, there are many sympathetic dominance
indicators. Below are the indicators on your test. Every x1 increases the severity of sympathetic dominance.
Sympathetic Dominance X1- Slow oxidation + Na/K 4 or more

The number of sympathetic dominance indicators you have is 1
FIRST FOUR MINERAL PATTERNS
Below are the patterns on the first four minerals on a hair mineral analysis chart. Many of the patterns found on hair analysis tests are
generated using the first four minerals, Calcium, Magnesium, Sodium + Potassium.

Coming Alive Pattern X4
All 4 of the first four macrominerals have increased on a retest.
Coming alive pattern indicates more energy, in general, and an awakening or significant enhancement of the adaptive energy of a person.
It is considered a positive change pattern on a retest. Often, the individual reports feeling more energetic, and symptoms of fatigue and
exhaustion, and perhaps depression, may improve.
READ MORE HERE

Three Highs Pattern - Potassium is low
This pattern on a hair analysis is surprisingly similar to a four highs pattern. A four highs poattern is a secondary alarm reaction.
The pattern is also called a slow oxidizer under stress. This term is applied because in essence one is a slow oxidizer. However, some
type of stress is present that is causing elevated levels of sodium and potassium.
Most people are very uncomfortable in a three highs pattern and feel better when they come out of the pattern. However, a subset of
people like the pattern, perhaps because they like a balanced oxidation rate and they have learned how to keep it balanced. These

people are often delicate souls, because they are quite sensitive to their oxidation rate and will go to some length to keep it fairly
balanced in a three highs pattern.
People in a three highs pattern are often somewhat depressed and angry underneath, and do not want to face the depressing feelings
that often accompany a significantly slow oxidation rate.
READ MORE ABOUT THREE HIGHS

READ MORE ABOUT FOUR HIGHS

OTHER HAIR MINERAL ANALYSIS PATTERNS & MINERAL PATTERNS
There are many other hair analysis patterns not only concerning the first four mineral patterns. Extra patterns and other notable mineral
patterns are shown below.

Settling Down Pattern X3 On The Second Four - Mn, Fe, Cu settling down - Zn
stays the same
This pattern is present on a retest hair mineral analysis whenever the levels of three of the second four macrominerals – iron, copper,
manganese and zinc – decrease on a retest considering the other 1 stays the same. It is also present, to a lesser degree, when 1 or 2
macrominerals decreases on a retest, provided the other macrominerals remain the same as on the previous test.
The first four minerals are said to be how one feels and how health is being represented in the present. The second four minerals are
said to be the layer of health underneath the first four, ready to 'come out'.
This pattern indicates a relaxation of the body in a curious way. It is as though the person settles in for the long haul, and is more stable
in his or her health.
A settling down pattern is considered a very positive health indicator.
READ MORE HERE

Copper
Copper is often a much talked about mineral in healing. The reason being is that it is often the cause of a plethora of symptoms.
People can be copper toxic, copper deficient or have biounavailable copper.
Having biounavailable copper is often the most common, usually what happens in this situation is that copper is in excess in the body,
however the body doesn't produce copper binding proteins too well like ceruloplasmin and metallothionein. Without these proteins
copper is not transported around the body easily and often gets accumulated in the body. This can give rise to both copper toxicity
symptoms and copper deficiency. That's why it is super important to create a healing program for copper imbalances based upon a Hair
Mineral Analysis as only then it is possible to see whether an individual is either copper toxic or deficient or both.
Copper imbalance symptoms include, racing mind, spiciness, detachment, anxiety, fear, depression, PMS, skin problems including rashes,
acne, eczema, easy bruising, insomnia, bi-polar, schizophrenia, ovarian cysts, scoliosis, migraines, panic attacks and many more.

Hidden Copper Toxicity
Copper on a hair analysis is often not an accurate measurement of copper load/toxicity. However, we know over 30 indicators of hidden
copper toxicity. Below are all of the hidden copper toxicity indicators on your test. In general, the more indicators you have, the more
copper toxic you are.
The list of copper toxicity indicators on your test is below.
READ MORE HERE

Hidden Copper Toxicity X1 - Slow Oxidizer
Hidden Copper Toxicity X1 - Calcium above 70mg%
Hidden Copper Toxicity X1 - Magnesium above 10mg%
Hidden Copper Toxicity X1 - Copper less than 1.5mg%
Hidden Copper Toxicity X1 - Slow oxidation with a copper level less than 1.0 mg%
Hidden Copper Toxicity X1 - A Calcium /Potassium ratio greater than 10:1
Hidden Copper Toxicity X1 - A Slow Oxidation rate AND a Sodium/Potassium ratio of about 4 or more

The number of copper toxicity indicators you have is 7
The number of adrenal burnout indicators you have is 0
At the moment you have 0 burnout indicators, however, sometimes especially with regards to early HTMA tests heavy metals hidden
inside the body can stimulate the adrenals glands and other organs which can push up minerals artificially. This makes the test look
better than how a person is feeling.

Anchor Patterns
Anchor patterns indicate improvement in the architecture or shape or the brain sulci in an area of the brain. They are all very positive
patterns.
Current research is not sure why keeping the mineral levels the same or very close helps the brain. However, we surmise that the similar
numbers provide stability needed to regenerate the nervous system.
READ MORE HERE
Below are the anchor patterns on your test.
Magnesium Anchor
Magnesium anchor = Improvement in the sulci on the right side of head. These are quite common and have to do with improvements in
language and thinking skills.
Potassium Anchor
Potassium anchor = Improvement in the sulci at the top of the head. This has to do with balance and other brain activities.
Iron Anchor
Iron anchor = Improvement in the sulci in the back of the head involving language processing.
Copper Anchor
Copper anchor = Improvement in the sulci on the top of the head. We are not sure of the exact brain activity involved.
Manganese Anchor
Manganese anchor = Improvement in the sulci top of the head. We are not sure of the exact brain activity involved.
Zinc Anchor
Zinc anchor = Improvement in the sulci in the back of the brain. We need more research about this anchor
Chromium Anchor
Selenium Anchor
Phosphorus Anchor

Lithium Anchor
Molybdenum Anchor
Cobalt Anchor

The number of anchor patterns you have is 12
You have a wise person anchor pattern (9 or more anchors)
Your Zinc is high
High zinc can be related to: iron deficiency anemia, diarrhea, nausea, depression.
Elevated hair zinc level is commonly due to a loss of zinc from the body tissues.
Zinc levels may appear high to compensate for copper toxicity. High zinc can be an indicator of hidden copper toxicity.
Cadmium and toxicity can also cause a zinc reading to appear high.

Chromium dropped - Chromium has been replaced for healing

TOXIC METALS/ MINERALS
Elevated = your metal reading is HIGH
Increased = your toxic metal readings have increased from previous levels and you may be experiencing healing reactions as a result.

Aluminum is elevated
Aluminum is called the soft in the head mineral because it is associated with memory loss and dementia. Aluminum is a soft metal and a
dangerous one. It is very common in the environment, and almost everyone shows some aluminum toxicity on their hair tests.

Sources of aluminum

9. Food cooked in aluminum cookware.

1. Drinking water.

10. Beverages in aluminum cans or cardboard containers, unless

2. Any food product prepared with "drinking water".
3. Table salt.
4. Anti-perspirants.

the container is coated on the inside. These beverages include
soda pop, beer, juices and others.
11. Other foods such as processed cheese and bleached flour.
12. Cooking with fluoridated water increases the leaching of

5. Vaccines and flu shots.

aluminum from aluminum pots and pans.

6. Hundreds of food products made with aluminum-containing

13. Cosmetics. Some cosmetics such as rouge, foundations and

baking powder.

others contain aluminum that can be absorbed through the skin.

7. Aluminum-containing antiacids.

14. Skin remedies. Burrow’s Solution, which is aluminum acetate,

8. Clay-containing products sold mainly in health food stores.
These include zeolite, bentonite, azomite, and montmorillonite.

is sold as an anti-fungal remedy.
15. All children today in the West are born with elevated
aluminum. It is passed from mother to fetus during pregnancy
through the placenta.
16. Natural sources of aluminum. These include some herbs, such
as peppermint, spearmint and wintergreen. It also includes all
salt, to some degree.
17. Aluminum that rubs off many common products. They include
appliances, computers, pipes, tapes, insulation, and other items
people touch that are made of aluminum.

READ MORE HERE

Arsenic has increased
Arsenic the slow death mineral because it causes rather vague symptoms that slowly poison a person. It affects the brain significantly,
and perhaps should be called the dullness mineral because it causes mental dullness and apathy.
When you have high arsenic you feel a sense of 'darkness' and 'numbness' towards life. It also causes weakness, fatigue and malaise. It is
quite insidious.
It can affect the cardiovascular system, especially the heart, it can cause chest pains, arrhythmias, heart flutters and more.
READ MORE HERE

Nickel is elevated
This is called the depression and suicide mineral, as it is associated with these feelings and symptoms.
Nickel may also cause a person to be “attached” or abnormally dependent on others. It may have this effect by weakening the body or
brain in a particular way.

Sources of nickel

9. Nickel-plated jewelry

1. Rooibos tea or red teas

10. Kelp, if contaminated

2. Metallic dental braces (very important)

11. Possibly some unrefined grains and cereals

3. Possibly Breville and Sunbeam water boilers that use nickel-

12. Oysters and possibly other shellfish from contaminated

plated immersion heaters

waters

4.Hydrogenated vegetable oils

13. Nickel plating on metallic objects

5. Contaminated alcoholic beverages

14. Cigarette smoking

6. Margarines and imitation whip cream

15. Manufacture of steel

7. Commercial peanut butter

16. Some batteries, machine parts, wire, and electrical parts

8. Vegetable shortening

17. Lifting steel weights or handling anything made of steel

READ MORE HERE

POOR ELIMINATORS
Below is a list of your poor eliminators and very poor eliminators. When you have a poor eliminator it is actually a sign that you are toxic
in that metal/mineral but your body at the moment is not removing it. This is often because of poor detox pathways. After a while on a
healing program you will often see a very low metal/mineral reading rise on a hair test as the detox pathways improve and elimination in
the hair begins to occur.
Definition. A poor eliminator pattern consists of an extremely low reading of either a toxic metal or one of the nutrient minerals. The
criteria or cutoff point for a poor eliminator pattern is different for each mineral.
Definition of a very poor eliminator pattern. This occurs when the level of a mineral is even lower. It indicates even more hidden
accumulation of the metal present.
Manganese is a poor eliminator
Chromium is a poor eliminator
Cadmium is a very poor eliminator
Mercury is a very poor eliminator
Copper is a very poor eliminator
Iron is a very poor eliminator

